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About This Game

The Scuttle is a short pirate adventure game set in a scaled down version of the Caribbean. Using navigational skills, you travel
the seas following a series of quests to become the finest pirate captain!

Customise your ship with rewards from killing enemies and completing quests. Fight epic battles against large sea forts and
storm the beaches with your crewmates.

Profits from The Scuttle are used in funding for the development of Foulball Hangover’s much larger game, Western Province –
A wild west open world MMO.
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Do you ever feel like you should control an army? Would you like each soldier to keep track of how many enemies they kill?
Well you better be able to pay them! This is Cossacks a no nonsense RTS for those who like an indepth game but still casual
capable.
 Game play wise this is easy to pick up if you ever played the AoE series or Rise of Nations. Excpet you only live in the 17th
and 18th C. Build a town or more, control citizens and put them to work, build army, build defences, build navy, and upgrade
tech. Simple right? Well no. There is more than just gold to mine for. You have coal, iron, ect. Then you have wood and
stone.(they are located typically close to each other) You have mills and fishing for food. If you can not pay an army they will
rebel, and if they can not eat they will die. The thing is numbers matter here. You can have over 2000 citizens and so can your
enemies. So be aware you need to grow. Also you can capture enemy citizens if no military is near them. So you can absorb your
enemies culture. The naval battles are really cool and controling waters with a coast line city is a big advatage. A frigate can
easly destroy a incoming army when in range.
 Now the indepth part. The technology trees are massive and pricey. Do not upgrade your 17th cent soldiers and just rush to
18th instead if you have a western euro nation. They are pricey and take time, then you will not use them once you are in the
18th cent. Each mine can be upgrader to support more workers. The military and agriculture upgrades are very indepth. Rifling
and gun powder advancments make all the difference. So you can have a highlander or other ranged soldier on a hill snyping and
weakening a passing army. Remember when I said each soldier keeps a tally of how many he has killed. Well I have had a
soldier kill more than 2500 troops due to time and a cliff.
 Now for stradgey. This is kind of a grand RTS at times. It can take a long time to complete a game. So you can take advatage of
the land. elevated troops(on a hill or cliff) shoot farther and well placed cannons can turn the tide. Dragoons and other horsemen
are great for fleeing troops and artillary, but aweful in a siege. Naval control is a massive advantage but very expensive. If you
lose a man o war to muntiny you will struggle to get the sea back. Picking a wise local for your city is near impossible. If you are
on the water and you lose control of the sea you're lost, if you take a valley you can become a sitting duck. Think of your
entrances and exits.
 So what about the nations? Each has their own advatages and unique troops. The middle eastern and eastern Europe counrties
are all better early in the game. If you pick these nations like Turkey or Russia be aggressive, cause man the computer will be.
These troops cost the least but have major weaknesses. Once you get to the 18th C the power drastically turns. Countries like
Britain, France, Prussia, and Sweden are the stronger. With countries like Spain some where in the middle. This game follows
historic fact so some technologies do not get developed in some nations.
 Now for the bad. Back to War is the last expansion but does not recoginize any resolution other than 768 and 2160p for me.
2160p is not compatable with this game and it will crash. It also will not take a custome res. This game, the Art of War does
support all resolutions. The highest it will support is 1440p. Since it is 2D it will just zoom farther out. The game also crashes at
times. Typically around the 3-4 hour mark. Loading is fast and it does auto save.
 So if you like AoE II or any other RTS. Give this or Back to War a try. It's like them but bigger and more focused on historical
accuracy. For a game hitting the 15 year mark I would still strongly recommend it.. If Super Hexagon and EDGE had a baby,
this would be it. Hypnotic visuals, super fun challenging gameplay, and oh boy does the soundtrack slap hard.... I was promised
a free character slot for the MMO after purchasing "Life is Feudal - Your Own". Now the untrustworthy devs claim that there
was a "limited time offer" which I never received and they have gone back on their word completely. Don't trust them with your
money.. If you enjoy Zachtronics games - but are bad at programming then this is the game for you.. *jontron voice* i get it!

(i don't get it). really interesting game, i'm a big fan of soccer myself and wasn't sure about this game due to the mixed reviews,
though in my opinion the game at the very least no longer plays like the previous reviews made the game sound.

I don't know alot about this games history, but it seems to have been revamped heavily though apparently alot of players have
issues with motion sickness.
As someone who doesn't have an issue with motion sickness in vr ever this isn't an issue for me at all.
The game plays quite well in my opinion, and has a feeling of playing soccer with your hands.
the locomotion for me seems to work quite well.
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if there was something I could fault the game on, and something I think the game needs to improve it'd be the lack of option to
have locomotion that isn't following a set direction, or following head movement,

there needs to be a third type where you can move in the direction that your controllers are running.
if there was controller directed movement in the same way as Natural locomotion this game would be incredible.
the issue of having to turn your head to the side to run around the ball, or using the strafe isn't really viable.

if the devs truly want to improve this game, they should work towards adding this as a feature as it will make their game far
better. controller directed movement, or at the very least movement that isn't stuck based on where you're looking will make this
game much more playable and allow players to be a lot more creative.

That being said I have had a lot of fun with the game, hope to see the devs take my point about controller directed movement
into consideration.. I didn't really dig this game. I dont really get sick from VR, but I did feel a little woozy after playing this.
The perspective is kind of crappy and you can't see well. I found the gameplay boring, and I usually love 2d twin stick shooters.
not sure whey I didn't like this game, it's just kind of blah.
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Oh boy, when I saw the intro cinematic I knew this would be a good time. They take the stupid story so serious, but I couldn't
stop laughing all the time. I actually thought the game would be total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but other than
the gunplay it was pretty decent. The parkour parts were actually kinda fun and the game had some Zelda-like puzzles at some
points. The steampunk visuals mostly didn't really look good, they rather looked kinda ridiculous especially with the females and
their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665popping out from all sides of the outfits. The voice acting also was hilariously
bad wich made it even more comical.

This game is a true messterpiece and I can recommend it to everyone with the right kind of humor.. Not bad, a bit like chess.
Not really my cup of tea. Plus it's been dumbed down for consoles.. VERY COOL - I'm a old battle zone fan even had the stand
up acade game in my den) Then helped as a beta tester for activision. LOTS OF PROMISE HERE if they don't get sued. I'm
chomping for the new VR bzoine, but I have vive... so will bea while if ever. This is REALLY well done for what's here so far. I
do have a major xbox controller problem though???? My right thumb stick acts as if I'm pushing it right and I have to fold the
stick mostly right to counter is to stop spinning. I have this same thing in another game called FIRMA. But all other games work
fine!?!?!

SURELY buy this - to support the dev - we need it to improve. GREAT START. How to aim up toward flying drones?
. This is a simple Tower Defense game made with Unity (for those wondering).

It uses all kinds of stereotypes about Scots & the rest of the UK population to make a good & fun game.

The camera at times is hard to deal with, and sometimes your units (or the enemy) won't behave properly, but it won't make you
win or lose the fight (except in extremely rare occasions).

There's quite a lot of variation between enemies & turrets, so it doesn't get too repetitive.

All the achievements can be easily obtained (just takes a while).

If you want something to laugh at while relaxing, this is a good pick.
. This is a very good naval wargame with very poor training. If you still remember how to use a boring text manual, go ahead!.
Who doesn't love chaotic evil fuzzballs?. I stopped playing after defeating Nintetails. The game starts very well but falls short
quickly.

Pros:
Beautiful art.
Very nice story intro.

Cons:
Story fails to engage.
A lot of handholding. You don't die.
Puzzles are limited to finding the correct brush to interact with something.
Most challenges are time-based mini-games.
Exploration is very limited (any "secret" area is painfully obvious, there is no sense of satisfaction to finding them), combat is
repetitive.

I'd recommend if you just want to enloy the art and if you can stay hooked up to the story, otherwise no.
For me the story did not catch on, I found the characters bland (except Susano, he's likable and has some development).
Repetitiveness and lack of mind-twisting puzzles left me with little to enjoy after 20 hours of playing, I continued for 10 hours
more but nothing improved.
. This is a very low effort tower defense. At the beginning you have two towers at your disposal, one shoots rockets but without
any area damage. Their targeting is bonkers, they don't target the nearest enemy and let some through. There are no keyboard
shortcuts and the icons are unclear. I sold towers because I thought an icon meant "upgrade".

Maybe it gets better later but time is short and there are so many games in the backlog.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=i-
ZaTvBxSnw&feature=youtu.be
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If there was ever a place to go, where you could spend $3 to poop on as many people as you want, it would be steam...

I don't recommend asking people on the street to alow the same... not for $3 at least.

Pros:
- Funny (if you're like me and have the humor of a young child that is)
- Inexpensive game
- Makes for some good dinner conversation.

Cons:
- Very short
- Some objectives are very vague
- you will become too pooped to poop very quickly
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